Abstract Correlation is a common technique for the detection of shifts. Its generalization to the multidimensional geometric correlation in Clifford algebras has proven a useful tool for color image processing, because it additionally contains information about rotational misalignment.
Introduction
In signal processing correlation is a basic technique to determine the similarity or dissimilarity of two signals. It is widely used for image registration, pattern matching, and feature extraction [1, 19] . The idea of using correlation for registration of shifted signals is that at the very position, where the signals match, the correlation function will take its maximum, compare [15] .
For a long time the generalization of this method to multidimensional signals has only been an amount of single channel processes. The elements of Clifford algebras The term rotational misalignment with respect to multivector fields is ambiguous. In general three types of rotations are distinguished, compare Figure 1 . Let R P,α be an operator, that describes a mathematically positive rotation by the angle α ∈ [0, π] 1 in the plane P, spanned by the unit bivector P. We say two multivector fields A(x), B(x) : R m → Cℓ 3,0 differ by an outer rotation if they suffice A(x) = R P,α (B(x)).
Independent from their position x the multivector A(x) is the rotated copy of the multivector B(x). This kind of rotation appears for example in color images, when the color vector space is turned, but the picture is not moved, compare [13] . In contrast to that for m ≤ 3 an inner rotation is described by
A(x) = B(R P,−α (x)).
Here the starting position of every vector is rotated by −α then the old vector is reattached at the new position. It still points into the old direction. The inner rotation is suitable to describe the rotation of a color image. The color does not change when the picture is turned. In the case of bijective fields A(x), B(x) : R 3 → R 3 ⊂ Cℓ 3,0 a total rotation is a combination of the previous ones defined by
It can be interpreted as coordinate transform, that means as looking at the multivector field from another point of view. The positions and the multivectors are stiffly connected during the rotation. With respect to the definition of the correlation there are different formulae in current literature, [6, 13] . We prefer the following one because it satisfies a geometric generalization of the Wiener-Khinchin theorem and because it coincides with the definition of the standard cross-correlation for complex functions in the special case of Cℓ 0,1 , [15] . For vector fields they mostly coincide anyways because of v(x) = v(x), where the overbar denotes reversion. 
where A(y) denotes the reversion
To simplify the notation we will only analyze the correlation at the origin. If the vector fields also differ by an inner shift this can for example be detected by evaluating the magnitude of the correlation [8] or phase correlation of the field magnitudes [10] . Our methods can then be applied analogously to that translated position.
Motivation
In two dimensions a mathematically positive 2 outer rotation of a vector field R 2 → R 2 ⊂ Cℓ 2,0 by the angle α takes the shape R e 12 ,α (v(x)) = e −αe 12 v(x).
2 anticlockwise
So the product of the vector field and its copy at any position x ∈ R m yields
with v(x) 2 = v(x)v(x) = ||v(x)|| 2 2 ∈ R and the rotation can fully be restored by rotating back with the inverse of (6) or explicitly calculating α as described in [8] . This property is inherited by the geometric correlation at the origin
which is to be preferred because of its robustness. In three dimensions not only the angle but also the plane of rotation P has to be detected in order to reconstruct the whole transform. We want to analyze if the geometric correlation at the origin contains enough information here, too. First we look at two vectors u, v that suffice u = R P,α (v) . Their geometric product
contains an angle and a plane and therefore seems very motivating. But the rotation R P,α we used is not necessarily the one which is described by R u∧v |u∧v| ,∠(u,v) . These two rotations only coincide if the vectors lie completely within the plane P. The reason for that is as follows. A vector and its rotated copy do not contain enough information to reconstruct the rotation that produced the copy. Figure 2 shows some of the infinitely many different rotations that can result in the same copy. Regard the set of all circles C, that contain the end points of u and v and are located on the sphere S |u| (0) with radius r = |u| = |v| centered at the origin. Every plane that includes a circle in C is a possible plane for the rotation from v to u. The information we get out of the geometric product belongs to the plane that fully contains both vectors. This rotation is the one that has the smallest angle of all possible ones and forms the largest circle on a great circle of the sphere, shown on the very left in Figure 2 . For the product of just two vectors the information from the geometric product is sufficient to realign them, but for a whole vector field the detected rotation from the correlation will in general not be the correct one. Moxey et. al. already stated in [13] that the hypercomplex correlation can effectively compute the rotation over two images, but that the perfect mapping can only be found, if specific conditions hold, for example if the images consist of one color only.
Vector field (9) Vector field (11) Fig. 3 Example result of the geometric correlation. Original fields are depicted in black, rotated copies in red, corrected fields after application of the correlation rotor in blue using CLUCalc [14] .
Example 1 The geometric correlation of the vector field
and its copy rotated by R e 13 , π
2
, which are shown on the left of Figure 3 , suffices
Here the unit bivector e 13 indeed describes the rotational plane we looked for, but the angle π 4 is only half the angle of the original rotation. The result is that the restored field and the original one do not match.
In general the correlation even detects a wrong rotational plane, consider for example
rotated by R e 13 , π
, depicted on the right of Figure 3 . The geometric correlation will return the plane spanned by e 12 + e 13 + e 23 and the angle arctan(
2 ), which are both incorrect.
In the following section we will analyze how effective the correlation can calculate the rotation and prove, that despite the impression, the previous example gives, the geometric correlation contains enough information to reconstruct the misalignment.
Outer Rotation and the Geometric Correlation
The three-dimensional mathematically positive outer rotation (1) of a vector field by the angle α ∈ [0, π] along the plane P, spanned by the unit bivector P, takes the shape
So the product of the vector field and its copy at any position
does usually not simply yield the rotation we looked for, like in the two-dimensional case, but a rather good approximation depending on the parallel and the orthogonal parts of the vector field with respect to the plane of rotation. In order to keep the notation short we partly drop the argument x of the vector fields v(x) by just writing v and assume without loss of generality 
Proof. We denote the polar form of the normalized geometric cross correlation by e ϕQ with the unit bivector Q and ϕ ∈ [0, π]. So using (13) and the assumption (14) we get
with the scalar part
and the bivector part
with squared magnitude
Thats why we know the explicit expressions for
and
The outer rotation encoded in the correlation applied to R P,α (v) takes the shape
The composition of the two rotations is a rotation itself. It shall be written as e − 
To determine whether or not it is smaller than the original one, it is sufficient to compare β and α. We will prove that β ≤ α by proving the inequality
We evaluate (23) by inserting (20) and (18) and get
and applying addition theorems on the v P v ⊥P dx-parts leads to
and on the P v P v ⊥P dx-parts to
(27) We insert (26) and (27) in (25) and get
Its scalar part
is generally positive, because α, ϕ ∈ [0, π] and the bivector part
has the squared norm
For the next inequalities we use, that all appearing parts are positive and that the tangent and the quadratic function are monotonically increasing for positive arguments. We get
Now we insert the scalar part (29) and the bivector norm (31)
remove the identical parts, identify 2 sin( α 2 ) cos( α 2 ) = sin(α), divide both sides by sin( ϕ 2 ) sin(α) 2 , and get
In (34) we have identified cos(
L 2 and (18) to replace || e ϕQ 2 || by sin(ϕ), which leads to
The Cauchy Schwartz inequality (CSI) of L 2 (R) guarantees
so we know, that the part in the brackets in the last line of (35) is always negative. The sine is always positive for ϕ ∈ [0, π]. Therefore in the shape of (35) it is easy to recognize that the inequality β ≤ α is generally fulfilled.
⊓ ⊔
We want to apply Lemma 3.1 repeatedly and construct a series of decreasing angles, describing the remaining misalignment of the vector fields. The next theorem shows that the misalignment vanishes by iteration.
Theorem 3.2 For a square integrable vector field
Then the series α 0 = α, α n+1 = β (α n ) converges to zero for all α ∈ [0, π).
Proof. If α = 0 or ||v P || L 2 = 0 the series is trivial because R P,α (v) = v almost everywhere. From now on let α = 0 and ||v P || L 2 = 0. Lemma 3.1 shows that the magnitudes of the series are monotonically decreasing. Since they are bound from below by zero the series is convergent. We denote the limit by a = lim n→∞ α n . The function β (α) is continuous, so we can swap it and the limit
This equality is the sharp case of the inequality (24). For α = 0 also ϕ = 0, because
Therefore the transformative steps that lead from (24) to (35) in the proof of Lemma 3.1 are biconditional. So analogously to these steps (38) is equivalent to sin( ϕ
The part in the brackets is strictly negative, because of the Cauchy Schwartz inequality (36) and ||v P || L 2 = 0, therefore equality can only occur for sin( ϕ 2 ) = 0, which means ϕ = 0. Like in (39) this leaves a = 0 as the only possible limit.
⊓ ⊔
Algorithm and Experiments
Motivated by Theorem 3.2 we present Algorithm 1 for the iterative detection of outer rotations of vector fields using geometric cross correlation. It has been designed with attention to the efficient use of memory and to handle possible exceptions. In the case of α = π the correlation might be real valued and can not be distinguished from the cases where no rotation is necessary. To fix this exception we suggest an artificial disturbance after the first step of the algorithm, compare Line 7 in Algorithm 1. If it is not real the new misalignment will be smaller, because any misalignment is smaller than π. In all other cases Theorem 3.2 guarantees the convergence. Our results also apply to the geometric product of the vector fields at any position x ∈ R m , v P (x) = 0, but we prefer the geometric correlation because of its robustness. if iter = 1 and ϕ = 0 then 8: ϕ = π/4, 9:
Q = e 12 , 10:
end if 11:
u(x) = e − We practically tested Algorithm 1 applying it to continuous, linear vector fields R 3 → Cℓ 3, 0 , that vanish outside the unit square. The vector fields were determined by nine random coefficients with magnitude not bigger than one. The plane and the angle α ∈ [0, π] of the outer rotation were also chosen randomly. The results for one million applications can be found in Table 1 . The error was measured from the square root of the sum of the squared differences of the determined and the given coefficients. The experiments showed that high numbers of necessary iterations are much more likely to happen for angles with high magnitude and that the average error decreases linearily with the demanded accuracy. But most importantly we observed that Algorithm 1 converged in all linear cases, just as the theory suggested. The hypercomplex correlation method of Moxey et. al. in [13] can be interpreted as one step of Algorithm 1, i.e., to terminate without iteration. The last row of Table 1 shows how the application of more iterations increases the accuracy. 
